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BADMINTON 

Unit Aims 

Year 7 Develop skills and qualities of leading and officiating small games and practises 

Year 8  Demonstrate skills and qualities of leading and officiating small games and practises 
 

Knowledge Required 

Rules:  Serve Diagonal and land across the service line 

 Play to 21 points (2 clear points to win) 

 Whoever wins the point, their team serve. 

 When the score is even you serve from the right, when it is odd you serve from left 

 Long and thin for doubles, short and fat for singles 

 You cannot touch the net 

 Serve must be underarm/below lowest rib. 

Skills and tactics  Clear Shot played high to the back of the opponent’s court, typically a defensive shot but 
can be played as an attacking shot.  

Dropshot Delicate shot played just over the net into the space. Gets your opposition out of 
position to attempts a smash or clear. 

Smash Most attacking shot. Hitting the shuttle cock at its highest point with power, trying 
to get the shuttlecock to hit the floor on the opponent’s side as quickly as possible. 

Flick serve Short serve which is played typically in doubles. Aim is to get the shuttlecock to 
stay low over the net and land just over the service line. Means you opposition has 
to hit the shuttlecock upwards. 

Grip V shape down the handle. (Shake its hand) 

Underarm serve Serve typically played in singles. Aim is to get the shuttles as high as you can 
towards the backline. Gets you opposition to the back of the court from the start 
so you can dictate the rally. 

Tactics Doubles – front/back or side to side 
Hitting into space 
Targeting opponents weakness 
Shot selection 
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Basketball 

Unit Aims 

Year 7 Develop skills and basic tactics in small sides games and practises 

Year 8  Skill development and tactics in competitive situations  

 

Knowledge Required 

Rules: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Played in two teams of 5 

 Score by shooting the ball through the hoop 

 Side line ball to the opposite team if the ball goes out of play 

 3 or 2 points scored for a basket depending on where you shoot from 

 Backcourt violation – can’t go back to your own half once you’ve crossed with the ball 

 5 seconds with the ball 

 Double dribble and travelling are not allowed 

 None contact sport 
 

 Dribbling   Head up, fingertips, knees bent, waist height. A way in which you 
can move with the ball. 
 

Chest pass  W grip, step, chest to chest, follow through. Pass made over a 
short distance. 
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Bounce pass  W grip, step, chest to chest, follow through. Pass made over a 
short distance to bounce before the player. 
 

Overhead/javelin 
pass 

 Sideways on, shoulder to shoulder, step, follow through. Pass 
made over a long distance 
 

Footwork/pivoting  Landing on alternate feet to allow pivoting anyway. Two step 
maximum with the ball. 3rd step is a foul. 
 

Set shot  BEEF – Bents knees, eyes, elbow basket.  
 

Lay up  Way in which you shoot when running with the ball. Aiming for 
the backboard. Opposite hand to feet 

Attacking  Dribble into space, dribble outside then penetrate the middle 
quickly. Overload players and pass the ball quickly.  

Defending   Man to man marking – Each person is designated a player to mark 
and that is their responsibility. Good for accountability. Knees 
bent, keep eye on opposition.  

 Zonal – Each player marks a space around the key as soon as they 
lose possession. 

Triple Threat   Hands positioned on the ball appropriately so they are ready to 
dribble, pass or shoot.  

 


